Planning

Natural / Unnatural Planning

1. Purpose - Why
2. Principles - standards, values, ethics?
3. Vision/Outcome (Focus)  Goal
4. Brainstorming
5. Organising
6. Next action

Action

1. Action
2. Organised
3. Brainstorm
4. Vision/purpose

Outline

I. Introduction
II. 

What between sunrise and sunset?
Ishikawa Fishbone Diagram...

RQ: Why does it fail?

Results: Fishbone diagram

D patents

This fits with the ideas I got from the 2000-2008 conference...
Cobol study...

- Lack of support
- Immediate pressure
- Few errors
- Poorly packed address
- Poorly packed data
- Crash

[Diagram with lines and labels]
Discussion

5.1 Triangular

5.2 Provably a hard (bad) 4-round Alternating 2-query

5.3 Generalizability

5.4 Limitations
1) Em seben pi hegyithal
2) Em hev siki pi hegyithal

Why do people believed an unnecessary
commitment?

I am
Paper I: Success

Paper II: Success methods
Pattern of failure

1) Isolated in the network.